




Here is one sample lesson for using Splats! It is designed to give you a 
small taste of how our activities are presented, and how they might be 
used in a classroom or beyond. 

Our lessons are often used as jumping off points for even more 
awesome things! Our Twitter page, @unruly_studios is a great resource 
for finding and sharing classroom Unruliness. If you find yourself 
building even more cool things, share your creations and tag them with 
#UnrulyEdu.

We want to hear from you directly too! Please email education@unruly-
studios.com with any questions or feedback.

Thanks, 

THE UNRULY TEAM
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY



WHAT ARE SPLATS?

Splats are programmable tiles that students can use to create, code, and be Unruly! Using our 
iPad app, students can change the lights, sounds, and sensing of their Splats using drag-and-drop 
programming blocks.

USING THIS ACTIVITY PACK

This Sample Activity Pack contains one short Excercise. Across other activity packs, there are two 
types of activities:

EXERCISES   AND   CHALLENGES

Exercises like this one need around 30 minutes and Challenges require at least 45 minutes. 
All activities are designed to stand independently from each other but can be easily built upon 
each other. We use a variety of instructional styles across these activities, so please adapt each 
exercise or challenge to the needs of your classroom. Each activity follows the same basic format: 
An Activity Summary, a Code Key, an explanation of How It Works, and an Activity Outline with 
Support and Extension ideas. Perhaps the most helpful is the Activity Summary that is at the start 
of each activity: we review this in detail on the next page.
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STANDARDS

ALIGNED CSTA & NGSS STANDARDS

PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS COVERED IN THIS ACTIVITY

LEVEL OF UNRULINESS FOR THIS ACTIVITY

GROUP SETUP

UNRULINESS

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED GROUP SETUP AND TOOLS NEEDED FOR THIS ACTIVITY 

EXERCISE OR CHALLENGE

GAME SUMMARY

Summary of the game play for this activity. 

GAME RULES: GAME RULES 

This is just the title. 
If you don’t like ours, 
make your own!

Check here for the coding 
concepts used in each 
activity. In different activities 
your students will build, 
modify, and debug programs. 

This tells you how many 
Splats are needed for game 
play and what group size we 
recommend for the activity. 

Some activities 
require running, 
so choose what 
works best for your 
classroom! 

These are the game rules! But we’re 
Unruly, so to take these activities 
to the next level – go ahead and get 
creative with the rules.  

NGSS and CSTA standards that align to each 
activity can be found here. 

Exercises are short and 
focused. Challenges are 
longer and open-ended.
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USING THE UNRULY APP

APP COMPATIBILITY

You can download the Unruly Splats app in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store. Just 
search “Unruly Splats”. We are compatible with many iPad, Chromebook, and Android tablet 
models. (We are adding more regularly!) If your device is not compatible, you can use our Chrome-
based app on any Chromebook or Mac computer. (Sorry, our web-app does not run properly on 
some Windows computers.)

PROFILES 
Both teachers and students can create profiles to save projects. You are prompted to create or 
load profiles soon after starting the app. Projects are saved locally on each iPad, so make sure 
students use the same iPad and profile each time.

CONNECTING

Splats connect to your iPad using Bluetooth 4.0. Up to six Splats can be connected to one iPad. 
You will be prompted to connect after selecting your profile. Simply turn on the Splats you want to 
connect, and you will see them appear on the connection screen. Please refer to the Connection 
Guide on the next page for an overview of our two favorite classroom connection procedures. You 
can also connect Splats on the programming screen. Select the number of Splats you would like to 
use in the top left-hand corner. Turn your Splats on one by one, pressing the plus sign next to each 
virtual Splat to connect.

APP BASICS

Use the tutorial after the connection screen to learn how to use the Unruly App. Know it already? 
Press skip in the bottom left-hand corner. You can always access tutorials later under Unruly 
Projects.

IDENTIFYING SPLATS

Unsure which of your connected Splats is which? Press the ID button next to the Run button in the 
upper left-hand corner. The LEDs in your Splats will light up to match their Splat number on the 
app—Splat 1 will have one LED lit up, Splat 2 will have two LEDs, etc. You can also press the green 
number next to each Splat to have that Splat momentarily light up green.

USER TRAY

The home of Settings, Profile stats, Projects, Recordings, and Help—the User Tray is there for you. 
Press on the User Tray to open and close it. You can also undo and redo using the two arrows at 
the bottom of the bar. Want to delete your entire program? Press the upside-down trashcan at the 
very bottom of the bar.
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MORE ON PROJECTS

Projects do not save automatically, so make sure to save before closing the app. In addition to 
opening and saving your own projects, there are many pre-loaded projects in your app. Check out 
the Unruly Examples, Tutorials, and Challenges!

USING SPLATS IN THE CLASSROOM 

HOW MANY SPLATS DO I NEED?

In the Group Setup section of the Activity Summary we provide recommendations for the size of 
each group and how many splats full game play requires. If you don’t have enough Splats in your 
classroom to provide each group with the needed number of Splats for game play, that’s okay! In 
the Unruly App there are digital Splats that groups can use to test their code virtually. The final 
games groups build can be played can be in small groups, with the full class, or both––depending 
on what works best for your classroom! 

TESTING AND DEBUGGING

By virtually testing their games in the app with digital Splats students can code, play, and debug 
their code before ever connecting to Splats. Students can also take turns testing their code with 
the classroom Splats before full-class game play. Testing and debugging is a critical part of the 
learning process, and every activity in our pack emphasizes this. 

TAKING CARE OF YOUR SPLATS

BATTERIES

Each Splat is powered by three AA batteries. When running low, the LEDs may appear faint and a 
battery indicator will appear on the virtual Splat in the app.

SAFETY

We want you to be Unruly, but we also want you to be safe. Splats have rubber feet that keep them 
from sliding on the floor, but they don’t work as well on dusty surfaces. Especially for running 
activities, make sure the floor and rubber feet are dust-free.
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CSTA, NGSS, and State PE standards are found in the full Activity Packs! 

STANDARDS

GAME SUMMARY
Build a program where Bill, your trainer, will keep you in good form for jumping jacks (Splatjacks).  
If done properly, Bill will let you know with a quack!  (Bill is a duck.)

GAME RULES: DO JUMPING JACKS WITH BILL

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS, SCORING

JUMPING IN PLACE

GROUP SETUP

UNRULINESS

CONCEPTS

2-4 STUDENTS SHARE 1 DEVICE. GAME PLAY USES 2 SPLATS.

EXERCISE
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This code counts jumping jacks with 
conditional statements. Using the and 
connector with one if/then block, the 
program senses when both splats are 
jumped on at the same time. 

If Splat one and Splat two are pressed at 
the same time, both Splats will light up 
a random color, make a duck sound, and 
add a point to the score!

HOW IT WORKS CODE IMAGE

CODE KEY

EXERCISE
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GOING FURTHER

EXTENSIONS 

Students can add a stopwatch or countdown timer for a Splat Jacks competition. By copying this 
code and changing the pair of Splats numbered in the and block, Splat pairs 3 + 4 and 5 + 6 could 
be used for up to three players competing at the same time!

SUPPORT

Talk through what would happen if the code did not include the if/do block or the and connector 
block. These blocks are an easy way for us to add points only if someone does a correct Splatjack 
by stepping on both Splats at once.

ACTIVITY OUTLINE

1.   INTRODUCE EXERCISE  

Introduce the activity. Explain that students will be writing a program to count jumping jacks. 
Review the essential blocks, focusing on the if/do and sensing blocks. 

2.  WORK TIME

Have students brainstorm different ways to count jumping jacks using Splats. Support groups as 
they build their programs. Encourage groups to add additional blocks!

3.  GAME PLAY

Give groups time to play their programs and test any changes they might have made. 

4.  STUDENT SHOWCASE! 

Have groups show off their Splatjack counter. If time allows, lead a competition!
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EXERCISE


